
Step into the arena.
Wodify Arena is a competition management solution 
integrating event setup, live judging and real-time scoring into 
a single application. It’s the easiest, fastest way to run amazing 
competitions from registration and promotion, all the way to 
the final podium.

• Seamless event setup
Build competitions quickly. Wodify Arena’s step-by-step process 
covers everything needed to run hassle-free events, including 
payment, registration, ticketing and promotion.

• Real-time dashboards 
Pull data on tickets sales, revenue and more! Wodify Arena keeps 
a finger on the pulse of every competition.

• Strategic matchups
Wodify Arena Smart StartTM is the heat assignment tool that saves 
time while raising the stakes of every competition. It quickly grabs 
athletes’ benchmark data to create compelling face-offs and build 
suspense. 

• Plan events for free
Wodify Arena is free to use for all free events and competitions. 
For paid events, organizers can pass fees onto ticket buyers.

Wodify Arena Smart Start™

Wodify Arena - Judge’s app

Ditch the scorer’s table
Wodify Arena works seamlessly with Wodify Judge, the 
comprehensive app designed to make judging fitness 
competitions fast, easy and accurate. With Wodify Judge, 
judges have the full competition schedule and their personal 
assignments right at their fingertips. Best of all, they can 
enter scores, collect athlete’s signatures and publish 
instantly. No pencils necessary! 



www.wodifyarena.com

“Wodify Arena made everything 
super easy. We just got to watch the 
competition and enjoy the day.”

Juliana Zeolla, CrossFit Peekskill

Legendary competitions start here 
Competitions descend into chaos without proper 
preparation. To ensure they run smoothly, event organizers 
need a structured step-by-step planning and scoring process.  

Wodify Arena is that process. By streamlining setup, 
scheduling and scoring, organizers can spend less time 
problem-solving and more time enjoying the competitions 
they worked so hard to create.

Launched in 2017 as Wodify Technologies’ competition 
management solution, Wodify Arena works alongside its 
sister products — Wodify Core and Wodify Rise — to connect 
the world to the future of fitness.

Wodify Arena: event setup
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